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My classmates and I (far left) were on a group tour of Xinjiang (新疆维吾尔自治区) from 9th to
19th July 2011, to explore the far ends of China, touching the Roof Of The World, a term used
for The Pamirs, Tibet, The Himalayas and Mt. Everest. With Kashgar, Urumqi and Turpan in
between, the other end is Xi’an and Beijing.
The average ground elevation here is over 4,000 metres and the air is thin. We travelled 400
kilometres from Kashgar or Kashi (喀什) on the Karakorum Highway (KKH) with a night stop
at Tashkorgan Tajik Autonomous County (塔什库尔干镇). The panoramic view of the
mountains is simply breathtaking and exhilarating. It is so beautiful like something out of a
painting or picture postcard.

The Classmates with Linda Ngiam

The Khunjerab Pass is a high mountain pass in the Karakorum Mountains on the Northern
border of Gilgit-Baltistan and the Xinjiang Autonomous Region of China.
With an elevation of 4,693 metres (15,397 ft), it is the highest paved border crossing in the
world and the highest point on the Karakorum Highway.
There is excellent grazing on the Chinese side of the pass, and domesticated yaks and dzu
(a cross between yaks and cows) may be seen from the road. (Courtesy: Wikipedia)
.
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I took advantage of my holiday trip to investigate Feng Shui as practised in parts of China but
because I did not have the luxury of time, I was “watching flowers while riding on horseback”
(走
走马看花).
看花 As such, the presentations here are pictorial and cursory.

Master Eng Buck Keng is seen here reading the
China milestone at Khunjerab (
).
Behind him are the mountains of Pakistan.

红其拉甫山口

The gateway, sitting South. The duty officer in army
uniform is from the Pakistan (left of picture) posing with
“Pakistan” inscribed on the other side of the milestone visitors.
(Photo: Fua Cheng Kin)

(This area is designated high security zone and as such, there are no housing for the masses.)

On the tour also is Ms Linda Ngiam, an SFSC alumnus, attempting to Feng Shui a yurt*.
There is only a door, with no windows, but it has a crown for ventilation. She felt it was an
ideal habitat for the wandering Tajik nomad.

Linda on inspection site

A yurt

Linda says you can erect the circular yurt in accordance with Flying Star principles of the
prevailing period and are able to live in perfect harmony with its environment during summer.
In winter, it is dismantled when the nomad returns to his own permanent home.

*A yurt (üi or kiz üi in Kazakh, ger in Mongolian) is a portable, felt-covered, wood lattice-framed dwelling structure traditionally
used by Turkic and Mongolian nomads in the steppes of Central Asia. A yurt is more home-like than a tent in shape and build,
with thicker walls. The wooden crown of the yurt is itself emblematic in many Central Asian cultures.
In old Kazakh communities, the yurt itself would often be repaired and rebuilt, but the shangrak would remain intact, passed from
father to son upon the father's death.
A family's length of heritage could be measured by the accumulation of stains on the shangrak from decades of smoke passing
through it. A stylized version of the crown is in the center of the coat of arms of Kazakhstan, and forms the main image on the flag
of Kyrgyzstan.
Today the yurt is seen as a nationalistic symbol among many Central Asian groups, and as such, yurts may be used as cafés
(especially those specialising in traditional food), museums (especially relating to national culture), and souvenir shops.
The design of the Mongolian yurt developed from its ancient simple forms to actively integrate with Buddhist culture. The crown—
toono adopted the shape of Dharmachakra. The earlier style of toono, nowadays more readily found in Central Asian yurts, is
called in Mongolia "sarkhinag toono" while the toono representing Buddhist dharmachakra is called "khorlo" (Tibetan འཀོར་ལོ།)
toono. Also the shapes, colours and ornaments of the wooden elements—toono, pillars and poles of the
Mongolian yurt are in accord with the artistic style found in Buddhist monasteries of Mongolia. Such yurts are called "uyangiin ger"
-- literally meaning "yurt of lyrics" or "yurt of melodies".
(Courtesy: Wikipedia)

On our return to Kashgar, (“cleanest city in China”) we visited the Id Kah Mosque (艾提尕尔)
reputed to be over 550 years old. There is enough space for 10,000 devotees on a Friday.

Apak Hoja Tomb

Id Kah Mosque

The lunch we had was in the home of an Uyghur family. We toured Old City District , Apak Hoja
Tomb (香妃墓) and the Sunday Bazaar. This is the place where time truly stood still. Donkey
carts for transport are commonly used.
In Urumqi (乌鲁木齐), we went to the Tienshan Heavenly Lake (天池) with its crystal clear
water by bus (68 miles East,), the Regional Museum, Red Hill Park and Erdaoqiao Grand
Bazaar.
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We saw in Turpan ( 吐鲁番) its massive wind turbine farm that converts kinetic energy from
the wind into mechanical energy.
We covered historical places like the Grape Valley, Kirez Wells, the Baizklik Buddha
Caves, Gaochang City ruins, Flaming Mountain (火焰山) of Journey To The West (西遊記 )
fame and Jiaohe Ancient City.

Tienshan Heavenly Lake, Urumqi

Yengisar knives in Erdaoqiao Grand Bazaar
Baizklik Buddha Caves, Turpan

Before returning home, we went to the pits of the Terra Cotta Warriors and Horses (兵馬俑) and
to the Ming Dynasty City Wall in Xi’an, where we met feng shui Master Wang. He gave us a
discourse on the Pi Xiu (貔貅) which was placed in the palace to protect the emperors, and kept
the treasury in the exchequer from leaking out. In Qing Dynasty, Empress Pi Xi controlled the
country by herself. She was guided by the spirit of Pi Xiu in the palace. All the evil spirits could
not go near the palace.
Master Wang showing
me the ritual for a
prosperous and
harmonious life.

兵馬俑

On the City Wall

In Beijing, we eagerly visited the Great Wall, Tienanmen Square (天安門廣場) and Forbidden
City (故宫). The Bird’s Nest, Water Cube and the surrounding areas, were built in accordance
with feng shui principles, we were told, contributing to the huge success of the 2008 Olympic
Games. With over a 5,000 year history, it is not easy to visit a place with no feng shui influence.
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